Information letter week 19-20
Luleå University of Technology

This coming Weekend we celebrate Walpurgis Night and May 1st weekend, which most likely will probably not resemble anything we have experienced before.

No gathering around corn fires with grilled sausage, choir singing in the spring or children playing with the fire. Neither will the labor movement conduct any demonstrations and no speeches will be held with physical listeners in place.

It is indeed strange times we experience, but I am impressed with all the innovative solutions that are created when our society is put to the test.

Coming/Ongoing activities w19-20

**Overall Campus**
Previously implemented adjustments of the business still apply.

Measures to reduce the risk of spreading the Corona virus have been taken by both Akademiska Hus and its suppliers.

**Outdoor environment**
A lot of work is ongoing, mainly along Vintergatan south of Regnbågsallén. We apologize for the disturbance and appeal that everyone respects the barriers.

Spring cleaning of the Campus outdoor environment will be carried out if the weather does not say otherwise. Among other things, cleaning of hard surfaces will continue during week 19.

A powerful clarifying to everyone is that the established barriers that are made should under no circumstances be broken without clearance from supervisor. It can be associated with life-threatening hazard and is also a criminal act.

Regnbågsallén
In the coming weeks, work will continue along Regnbågsallén between the A and D houses with excavation for the replacement of pipe trunks.

Packing of the terrace as well as lower reinforcement layer begins between the A and B houses. Vibrational disturbances can occur in nearby buildings.

Work on removal of surface layers in the “inner yard” at the B-house is completed and then excavation is started.

Cleaning of the area around Pussen starts as soon as the teal has released, and the ground has become manageable.

Passages are referred to alternative walkways, follow orange location signs.

A/α-house
Disturbances from compaction of reinforcement layers along Vintergatan may occur.

Fire alarm testing is conducted during week 19.

B/β-house
The indoor environment investigation in the B-house, is ongoing and follows established and agreed plan. Affected businesses will receive separate information.

Adaptation of Café and study area B1102 is carried out.

Fire alarm testing is conducted during week 19.

Automatic closing of fire doors is out of order. All doors are closed during troubleshooting. Don’t lock the doors in open position!

C-house
Groundwork will continue for foundation and Water/Wastewater for the U and V pavilions. Week 20 will installation of modules begin. Separate information will be given to affected businesses.

D-house
Nothing to report.

E-house
Fire alarm testing is conducted during week 19.

Gas leakage testing will continue the coming weeks.


F-house
Gas leakage testing will continue the coming weeks.

Installation of modules to the T-pavilion is now finished. The work with façade completions and interior installation work continues. The project would like to extend a big thank you to everyone for the shown consideration during the assembly time.

K-house
Renovation after indoor environmental investigation is started.

Students House
Fire alarm testing is conducted during week 19.